FRENCH VERSAILLES PARQUET PANELS ARE STILL POPULAR 2013

Unique French floors for the most demanding clients:
All know that Versailles panels make an interior look absolutely fabulous and elegant.
Some are seeing a rise in demand for French Versailles panels, whilst us we have made a speciality of it.
The fact Is that these floors are not every day floors, so they tend to make their away mainly to exclusive
homes. We are not talking only about renovation of an old house with an old Versailles parquet panels
or a new Versailles parquet in a old house, we talk also about modern and contemporary new buildings
with Versailles pattern design. The fact that most of these panels are tailor-made make them even more
exclusive floor design.
Design In cassette
Versailles panels or cassettes are the result of a specific and old production method, witch differs
completely from traditional parquet strip or wooden parquet floor production.
The panels are pre-assembled floor sections in line with particular design.
The sections are sawn tailor-made and mitred and are glued to each other sideways and clamped
together to dry.
After assembly you must saw off a tiny piece of the shaped panels to get exactly the same dimensioning
and squareness for all panels. This makes the floor fitter’s job considerably easier.
Various fitting patterns such as herringbone and Hungarian Point (the classics) lend themselves to
making cassettes.
Other well known parquet floor designs include Chantelle (Chantilly), Star and Castle wood floor design.
The fitting pattern has to be quite specific before it can qualify for the name Versailles floors.
Versailles parquet pattern, Versailles Cassette floor
Whilst all these parquet floors fit into category of cassette or panels floors, the Versailles floor has a
specific recipe.
Of course this parquet floor pattern derives his name from the magnificent floors which Louis XIV fitted
in the world famous Versailles Palace in France.
A Versailles parquet panel looks like a diagonal interlacement framed by a square edge of parquet strips.
The Versailles Palace panels are exactly 100x100cm and they are separated by three strips of 8cm, which
converge in a corner to form a point.
Nowadays , Versailles parquet panels pattern are available in different dimensions and they are
adapted to the project where this Versailles panels are fitted.
Standard and customized size of Versailles parquet panels
Size of our Versailles panels can vary from 500x500mm called also Brittany panels or Small Versailles to
classic Versailles panels 1000x1000mm.
However, in the vast majority of cases the chose of panels size falls to customizes work and in fact this
is pure logic. Normal that customized size is more expensive than standard size 1000x1000mm.
Naturally the Versailles panels are not meant to be sawn.
Usually , clients will consult with the architect or designer to decide on the best size of Versailles panels.
They will take account on the size of the room where Versailles floor is to be fitted, the edge finish and
the preferred panel dimension to calculate the correct configuration of this Versailles parquet panels.
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A peculiarity of Versailles panels Is that normally are fitted diagonally (the shape of rhombus). This
means that half a (diagonal) panels is always needed at the edge for each row.
We can provide also those half-panels so that no sawing is necessary in some cases.
Wood sorts for this Versailles parquet pattern (panels)
No one will be surprised that oak is the most used and popular sort of wood for produce this Versailles
parquet panels. French oak where available . And so, historical propriety should result in the use of
oak, but seeing that just about all sorts of wood are available nowadays, we offer a wide range of
choose from.
No one need to be surprised that this wood often includes expensive tropical sorts, since these floors
are often chosen by people with a fairly large budget.
After oak , walnut , ash,cherry or teak is one of the many sort used.
Our special product is Versailles parquet panels from old oak reclaimed (recycled). Also this old oak is
available for other French parquet pattern.
Permanent we have on stock old oak raw material to produce 500-1000 sq.m of Versailles panels from
old oak reclaimed.
Professional work
Versailles parquet panels fitting is a job for high professional installers that the reason that on demand
we do also install in all EU for our Versailles parquet panels and all our other wood parquets.
This type of parquet fitting is part of a parquet floor fitter’s training. However we are perfectly prepared
to give individual advice for each project, even on site on client expense.
All the events, the best way to fit Versailles panels is full glueing on cement subfloor or on wood board
floors glued plus nailed down.
For full guide for install of a Versailles parquet floor or other floor sell by EXPERT PARCHET SRL. Please
contact us or surf on our website for more technical.
Most of request for Versailles parquet panels are from renovation projects concerning castles or old
town houses.
Our Versailles panels is a product for niche extremely limited and for select clients.
We are Traditional Versailles Parquet Manufacturer and In our range of parquet products you can
find: style parquet panels, end grain, distressed wood floors or distressed Versailles panels or other
parquet panles (include:Versailles with different ageing techniques, Versailles panels sanded,
Versailles panels brushed, Versailles tumbled, Versailles panels smoked or Versailles panels
structured, Versailles panels from old oak reclaymed).
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